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g-Balls released for iOS - The Game that uses the Gravity Force
Published on 01/15/16
Art Dynasty today introduces g-Balls 1.0, their new game title for iOS devices. Fast,
addictive and easy-to-play, g-Balls is a new game that uses the gravity force. As the
balls jump out high in the air, tilt your device so that they land back into the holes &
get the desired points. Make sure your balls pass through all the colored rings to
increase your points so you can get to the next level faster. With over 50 levels and
challengers, g-Balls supports Game Center leaderboards & achievements.
Cluj-Napoca, Romania - Art Dynasty today is pleased to announce the release and worldwide
availability of g-Balls 1.0 for iOS, a new game that uses the gravity force. The jumping
g-Balls! A fast, addictive and easy to play game, which sets the interest to play it over
and over again.
The story behind the game is like this: "Welcome to the far future, which looks different
from what we know. People discovered new laws of Physics forgetting the old ones. A
wiseman decided to recall them. While thinking, he was throwing balls up in the air and
they would fall back down and he remembered the gravity force! He was very happy and
wanted everyone to learn about this old discovery. But how to do it? So a bright idea came
to him and he invented a game. The G-Balls!"
Tilt the device, as the balls jump out high in the air, so that they land back into the
holes to get desired points. Make sure your balls pass through all the colored rings, as
they appear, to increase your points-pot, so you can get faster to the next level. Just
avoid the white rings - they decrease your earned points. Beware of the swallow-tower! The
more balls they swallow the faster your game will come to an end. Keep focused, challenge
your skills and have some fun!
Key Features:
* g-force Gravity
* Over 50 levels and challengers
* A new look every day
* Leaderboards and Achievements supported
Language Support:
* English, Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Romanian, Russian and Spanish
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch
* iOS 7.0 and above
* Universal Game
* 22.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
g-Balls 1.0 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Games
category.
Art Dynasty:
http://www.artdynasty.com
g-Balls 1.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/g-balls/id1058074163
YouTube Video (Trailer):
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiP7V00r1qQ
Screenshot:
http://www.artdynasty.com/games/g-Balls/g-balls-iphone-6s-plus-1.png
App Icon:
http://www.artdynasty.com/games/g-Balls/g-balls-icon.png

Art Dynasty is a startup design studio consisting of 7 hard-working enthusiasts willing to
bring new ideas into the world of mobile apps and games. The company was founded in
October of 2005 with an ambitious goal to spur the market of creative design and ideas.
Creativity and innovation runs in the company and many new and amazing projects are
scheduled to be released in the near future. Copyright (C) 2010-2016 Art Dynasty. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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